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The complexities and dynamics of the Syrian conflict make it distinctly possible that Israel could become militarily
involved -- even though none of the actors are interested in that outcome.
"The most likely cause for escalation would come out of an Israeli strike against an arms shipment to Hezbollah." White
"The heightened tension is not going to diminish as long as we have this war going on next door." - Schenker
Amid reports of another Israeli strike in Syria, Jeffrey White and David Schenker address the complexities and
dynamics of the Syrian conflict that make it distinctly possible that Israel could become militarily involved -- even
though none of the actors are interested in that outcome.
In the latest Institute FAQ video briefing, White, the Institute's defense fellow, and Schenker, its Aufzien fellow and
director of the Program on Arab Politics, explore Israel's red lines, Hezbollah's motives, and Washington's policy
options to minimize the risks of spillover from Syria to Israel.
What are Israel's red lines on Syria?
How has Israel enforced them so far?
Is more Israeli involvement likely?
Could Israel be drawn in through Lebanon?
What can Washington do?
View the latest Washington Institute analysis on Syria.
Watch the Institute's Policy Forum discussion on "Geneva II and the Road Ahead."
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No Good Outcome:
How Israel Could Be Drawn into the Syrian Conflict
Patrick Clawson, Michael Eisenstadt, Matthew Levitt, David Schenker, Andrew J. Tabler, Jeffrey
White, and Aaron Y. Zelin
In this study, seven Washington Institute experts address the issue of Syrian spillover to Israel from
all angles, assessing how Iran, Hezbollah, jihadist groups, and other actors might instigate or
respond to Israeli involvement during the war or afterward. Read more.

